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ment, railway lines, engines and rolling stock,, land and river
transport were arriving week by week. To deal with this
influx of personnel and material it had .been necessary entirely
to reconstruct the base port; and, round Basra, twenty miles
of raised earthworks had been built in order to reclaim some
fifty square miles of swamp and sluggish creek. On the
reclaimed ground, reception-camps, hospitals, repair shops
and storage dumps were erected; while at the port itself the
river was dredged, cranes were being set up, and wharves
had been built. Both at the base and along the river banks
roads were under construction; while in addition to the light
railway in the forward area, two other railway lines were
being laid down—one on the Euphrates communications from
Basra to Nasiriyeh (for which General Nixon had asked in
1915), and the other on the Tigris communications between
Qurna and Amara. When we consider what was being done
at this time, we are compelled to realise that an t( offensive "
can be carried out in an administrative sense just as much
as in a tactical sense. Although on the Tigris in the summer
of 1916 the Tigris Corps lay inert, General Lake was pressing
an administrative offensive which might make possible far-
reaching strategical action. It was an offensive which was
making very heavy demands upon the shipping and general
resources of the Empire.
This "administrative offensive" was not sufficient to
satisfy the Government of India, which was still very
seriously troubled over the situation in Persia and in Meso-
potamia. The Russian retirement had definitely ceased at
Sultan Bulak, but the gap which now lay between Genera!
Baratov in Persia and General Lake in Mesoptamia was a
large one. In the Caucasus the Russian left had become ex-
posed to attack from Erzinjan. It seemed, therefore, that
both in Persia and in the Caucasus the military situation
would allow the enemy safely to withdraw troops from those
fronts and to undertake an offensive in Mesopotamia. On
August 25th in a long telegram to Sir William Bobertson, the
Commander-in-Chief in India represented this view and con-
cluded by pressing for a British offensive to be carried out on
the Tigris with a view to forestalling the Turks who, by
attacking General Lake and forcing upon Mm either a stale-
mate or*" a withdrawal down the river could, he said, bring
about the destruction of our prestige, the loss of the oilfields,
the hostile penetration of Afghanistan and "the extension
" of the war up to the frontiers of India."
Simultaneously with this alarming appreciation  of the

